MAIN PRODUCTS

◆ JOHNSON MATTHEY- GAS PURIFICATION
  Purify of Industrial Gases
  Hydrogen Purifier High Purity(99.999%)
  Purifier for Various Inert Gases

◆ CHA Industrial - Evaporation & Sputtering Systems
  -R&D
  -Optical Coating
  -Roll Coating
  -Combination materials

◆ GAVISH Sapphire Products
  Sapphire Processing Parts
  (for a manufacturing equipment
  (Semiconductor, LCD, OEL etc))

Wafer Process Equipment
Expendable Parts and Regular Replacement Parts for Wafer Process Equipment

Post-Process Parts for Trimming, Dicing, Cleaning, Bonding, Packaging and Marking.

Equipment for wafer Inspection, Inspection IC / LSI testing, Testing,

Components for manufacturing gases & liquids

Clean Room allied products and various parts for maintenance

Various types of single / poly crystal large hole wafer

Brokering and Selling used parts and used components
Echining, CVD, Sputter, Inspection, various types of Generator,
DC supply, CPU, Monitor, Pump and Components for Controller.